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The wedding season is full-swing. And, with all the buzz around Vicky
Kaushal and Katrina Kaif wedding, we can't wait to get all dolled-up
and attend weddings, while keeping in mind, all Covid-appropriate
behaviour. The last two years have been difficult and have taught us
the importance of celebrating and weddings are just that. One aspect
that makes Indian weddings so sought after is the number of events,
which translates into that many occasions to dress up. Daisy Tanwani,
the CEO and creative head of Pinklay, shares go-to tips for this
wedding season.
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Be fearless, choose prints: We are a land of chintz, picchwai, Mughal

gardens etc and we also have a rich craft heritage of block printing,
ajrakh, dabu, kalamkari, bagru etc to translate our rich cultural
inspiration into gorgeous prints. It would be a pity to not include them
in our festive/occasion attires. Print on print is risky but equally
rewarding. A pro-tip that works the best is combining small and large
prints in multi-piece attires.
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If you want to take a relatively safer path, try combining prints and
solids. A printed ghagra with a solid blouse and a contrasting dupatta
or a solid kurta set with a printed embellished dupatta can be
considered.

Comfort is stylish: Comfort shows in everything you do. Also, don’t

forget, weddings are occasions to have fun and look good, in equal
parts. So, choose your garments mindfully. Give a chance to kaftan
kurtas, skirts and palazzo sets, especially for occasions like mehendi
and intimate functions where you’re going to shake a leg. Pro-tip:
Even if you’re wearing heels, always keep a pair of juttis or mojaris
handy. And, when you use them!
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Experiment with Indo-fusion: Silk and Brocade pantsuits make a

brilliant choice for cocktails while long shirts with embellished belts
come a close second for me. Try combinations like a skirt with a
blazer or a saree with pants. Take time to dive into your wardrobe
and I promise, you will find a treasure trove of exciting mix and
match.
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Make Insta-worthy pictures of the bachelorette: Being a bridesmaid

is no mean feat. Oh! let your hair down, paint the town red, indulge in
long spa and swim sessions. Make memorable photos, if twinning is
your style, go for it! Bring your A-game to the table with fun
swimsuits, exotic robes, easy-breezy kaftans, Insta-worthy hats, oh-
so-sexy sunglasses, neon flip flops and definitely an LBD and red
lipstick for a night out.
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When dressing up for any occasion and weddings are no different,
always remember, the clothes, jewellery, make-up etc are meant to
make you shine. Make your own rules, ones that you are comfortable
in. Minimalist or maximalist, choose your vibe and own it. The final
step to any dress-up should be to look at yourself in the mirror and to
say…hey gorgeous, you got this!
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